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Special Discount at  $14.99  $3.97 Get your copy right now!   Introducing the Jungle Coloring Book

printed on black paper! This new best selling adult coloring book is the perfect way to cool down and

relax for those with a subversive and irreverent sense of humor.   Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief

Designs To Color  Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and RelaxationIt includes a Digital PDF

Edition for Unlimited PrintingIt includes 27 Exclusive Swear Word Coloring Pages Designed for

Adults Each Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleed throughEach Swear Word

is Designed with Animals, Flowers, Motifs, and PatternsThe Variety of Pages Ensure There is

Something for Every Skill Level Follow us on Snapchat at: Rainbowcoloring  Featuring some of the

most inappropriate swear words imaginable, these beautiful designs are a joy to color. Each swear

word is designed with animals: most of them from the Jungle, but also with flowers and other

beautiful patterns.   Use the special link inside the book and get the PDF VersionSized to frame at

8.5" x 11"Single-Sided PagesPrinted on black paper Here are some words you'll find inside the

book: DumbassMotherfuckerShitassHoly ShitLameassGoddamnFuckwitCuntfaceDickheadFuck

That ShitDouche bagCalm Your BallsAnd Much More..! You'll also find cute animals such as: 

ElephantLizardSquirrelTigerFoxMonkeyGorillaPandaAnd Many More! This is perfect for any adults

who want to amuse themselves or their loved ones. Simply relax, choose the swear word of your

choice and then color.   Get Your Copy Today! ----------------------------------------------------------------
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I was so excited to see this coloring book become available in the Dark Edition.I wish I could give

the Swear Word Coloring Book: Dark Edition of The Jungle Adult Coloring Book a rating of 6!! Talk

about stress relieving lol :).Anyone with a healthy sense of humor is going to love this coloring book.

This would make such a terrific gift for so many occasions: an office gift exchange, a special friend,

someone in the hospital or homebound who needs cheering up and a way to pass time that will both

entertain and calm, someone going through any kind of crisis who needs a reason to smile and a

way to improve their state of mind. Any adult would get a great laugh from this book and coloring

can be very therapeutic, much like meditation.Those who love adult coloring will enjoy the beautiful

artwork, and those who don't might just pick up adult coloring. Be sure to include some colored

markers, gel pens, or pencils in your gift for those friends who haven't discovered the pleasure of

adult coloring :). They'll be as hooked as we are in no time!The art in this book is awesome. You've

never seen such beautiful swear words :). The words are surrounded by a large variety of jungle

animals, doodles, curly cues, pretty designs, patterns, paisley elements, vines, flowers, leaves, and

so much more. Some of the pages contain images with intricate details that cover almost the entire

page making them fun but very challenging for adults.Other pages only have artwork in and/or

around the words and they don't fill a large portion of the page. Some of them have artwork that

requires less tiny detail work. I love that in this one book I can find a page to color at any level of

challenge or that meets my needs when I only have limited time. I really get a positive, rewarding

feeling from finishing a page, so when I have limited time, I very much prefer to choose a page that

can be finished quickly. It is very hard to find a coloring book that has this kind of variety.At the

beginning of the book, there is a link to a printable PDF version of the entire book so you can print

and color your favorite pages as often as you like. There is also an invitation to join Rainbow

Coloring and Joe Ellison on Social Media to receive free coloring pages and keep up-to-date on

what is happening with their books. I like to have them on Facebook so I'll know as soon as

something new is being published. Thank you, Rainbow Coloring and Joe Ellison, for sharing your

beautiful, fun art so generously with us.On the colored photos I attached, I used several mediums:

colored pencils, ultra fine marker pens, gel pens, and the fine tip of alcohol based dual-ended

markers. The only medium that even slightly bled through were the alcohol markers. No matter what

medium I use to color with I always put at least 2 sheets of paper behind it to protect the image on

the next page. Even with colored pencils you can damage the next page by leaving indentations in



the image that won't color evenly later.This paper doesn't feel unusually thick, but it must be very

high quality because in other coloring books the gel pens can sometimes bleed through the paper in

areas where I apply too much ink at once, and the alcohol markers "always" bleed through.

Sometimes when I color with the alcohol markers, the back of the page looks almost as completely

colored as the front because it soaks through the paper so bad.If you are trying to decide if you will

like this coloring book or not, oh my goodness, I think you will LOVE it!! The artwork is beautiful! It is

educational. You will learn many new swear words!! LOL, I did, and I thought I knew them all. :) I

can promise you this is an adult coloring book you will enjoy very, very much.I received this product

in a special promotion. My review, my opinion, and experience is honest and 100% genuine. Photos

to follow.

This is not just another Swear Word coloring book that makes a perfect gift for grandma. With the

unique black pages, the brighter colors stand out so much more. This book makes me want to find

all of my neon pens and markers and sit down to color.You really can't appreciate this book unless

you have spend some time using bright or neon colors and then stood back to admire your work.

The bright and the black is a wonderful combination.Item provided free of charge for reviewing

purposes.

I have seen several swear-word coloring books lately, including a similar one from this publisher on

white paper, and they've all been amusing. This one has a nice edginess because of the black

pages. In both books from Rainbow coloring, I like these features:* In many of the illustrations, the

animal seems to be saying or expressing the swear word (for example, the peacock spelling out a

swear word letter by letter on the end of its tail feathers, the lizard who seems to be rolling its eye

and saying the word, the aggressive-looking gorilla with the swear word on his chest...there are

many more but I won't spoil all the surprises.)* The illustrations are fun and the animals look

expressive--that adds even more humor to the words on the pages.* Some of the swear words don't

jump right out because they're so cleverly blended into the illustrations.* The difficulty level of the

illustrations isn't intimidating--I'm not very skilled or experienced with coloring (my own childhood

was many years ago) and some of the designs I've seen in other books are off-putting because

they're so intricate.* Some of the pages can be colored relatively quickly while others are more

time-intensive.Other features of both coloring books that I like are the one-sided printing, the sturdy

paper used for the pages, and the fact that the illustrations don't cover the entire page.This specific

book with black pages gives a different feel to the sweariness. It's somehow more grown-up than



the white pages book, I guess because kids' coloring books tend to be on white paper. The black

pages are a nice touch that bring the book into a more adult world and they really make the designs

stand out.I love both books and would recommend them to anyone who loves to color and enjoys a

good laugh.

Adult coloring books have picked up in popularity in the last few years. I'm not ashamed to admit

that I am one of those people who have them. (I have 8 different ones and love them all) For some,

these adult curse word coloring books are relaxing, and I can see the appeal of that. Featuring

words that you might think but never say, the book lets you let off steam in a unique way. The cute

animals next to the dirty words is comical, and I sound silly even saying they're still cute, but they

are. This book is 56 pages, all of which have a black background and a curse word infused within

an animal drawing.Anytime I give an item less than 5 stars I feel the need to explain why:The pages

of this particular book didn't stand my ink test, while the ink didn't bleed through the page, it did

travel well beyond the space I was using my markers in, which is a little issue but I do prefer my

markers. With the blacked out background, I would have loved to have taken some gel pens to it,

the contrast would be fantastic.My favorite part is if I were out coloring in a public place, and a nosy

someone comes along and asks to see my artwork, I am going to revel in their reaction.I received

this item at a free or reduced rate in exchange for this, my honest opinion.
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